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Introduction 
On 19 March 2010, on behalf of the Government and the Green Party, the Ministry of 
Health released The Development of a Natural Health Products Bill for public 
consultation.  The aim was to consult on high level proposals for the regulation of 
natural health products, as well as to collect some market information to assist in better 
understanding the potential impact on industry. 
 
The consultation paper proposed a relatively light regulatory scheme (comprising an 
Act, Regulations and Technical Orders) that would be commensurate with the generally 
low-risk nature of natural health products.  The purpose of the scheme would be to 
provide assurance to consumers that natural health products are safe, true to claim and 
true to label. 
 
It was proposed that the scheme should regulate the manufacture, supply and 
promotion of natural health products.  These would be products that contained only 
ingredients (and quantities of those ingredients) that would be permitted under the 
scheme, were not for injection or use in the eye, and were not promoted for the 
treatment or prevention of serious conditions.  Other products used for a therapeutic 
purpose (such as sterile preparations like injections or eye drops, or products with such 
high levels of vitamins and minerals that they are currently provided on prescription or 
only available from a pharmacy) would continue to be regulated as medicines. 
 
The scheme would, however, provide exemptions for products that were ‘tailor-made’ 
by a practitioner (eg, a traditional Chinese medicine, rongoā Māori or other practitioner) 
to meet the needs of a specific patient who had sought advice from that practitioner 
(whether or not the practitioner received a fee from the patient).  If however, a 
practitioner decided to manufacture products in commercial quantities, then such 
products would come under the proposed scheme. 
 
Key elements of the proposed scheme were: 

 product approval, based on notification of products on a database 

 recognition of the decisions of trusted overseas regulators, where appropriate 

 a list of prohibited ingredients 

 a list of permitted ingredients, and a process for adding new ingredients 

 a list of permitted low-level natural health product claims 

 labelling requirements 

 advertising rules 

 export certification, where it would assist companies to access overseas markets 

 a tailor-made manufacturing code of practice 

 a principle of full cost recovery, consistent with Treasury and Audit Office principles 
and guidelines for charging for government services 

 sanctions commensurate with other modern legislation 
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 an appeals mechanism. 

It was also proposed that the Ministry of Health would be responsible for administering 
the regulatory scheme, including supporting a technical advisory committee whose 
members would be appointed by the Minister. 
 
The submission period closed on 17 May 2010, with extensions given on an as-
requested basis up until the end of June 2010. 
 
The Ministry received around 1500 written submissions on the consultation paper.  
Eighty-five percent of submissions were from individual consumers, practitioners or 
others with an interest, such as academics.  Fifteen percent were from organisations or 
groups.  Several of the submissions had multiple signatures or had attached a typed 
list of names and email addresses of supporters. 
 
Appendix One contains a list of submitters. 
 
Submissions from organisations or groups represented a range of interests, including: 

 manufacturers and distributors of natural health products, foods and pharmaceutical 
products 

 therapeutic products industry associations (covering natural health products and 
pharmaceutical products) 

 health professional associations and practitioner groups 

 advertising industry associations 

 specialists in law 

 consumer groups. 
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Overall Support for, and Opposition to, the Proposal 
Two-thirds of submitters expressed support for the need to regulate the natural health 
products sector and for the general purpose of the proposal.  However, many of these 
submitters sought changes to the proposal including: 

 having only a list of prohibited ingredients, and not also a list of permitted 
ingredients 

 allowing any new ingredient to be marketed in a product without going through a pre-
assessment 

 allowing any therapeutic claim, provided it is based on evidence (with traditional 
evidence being acceptable) 

 recognition of a range of risk management programmes, along with use of third party 
auditors and/or self-certification of compliance against international standards 

 a government contribution to cover the cost of post-market activities, which were 
strongly considered to be public goods. 

 
A minority of submitters sought a more rigorous scheme, expressing concern that the 
proposal was inadequate, and not in line with international best practice.  Particular 
concerns were that it would not be sufficiently robust to guarantee that products were 
‘safe, true to claim and true to label’ and that it would not be recognised by key trading 
partners, particularly Australia and the European Union. 
 
A few submitters gave unqualified support to the proposal. 
 
Others considered that adequate controls were in place through consumer protection 
legislation or they expressed a preference for industry self-regulation or the 
implementation of the draft bill that was presented to Ministers in 2009 by an industry 
group (http://www.nzhealthtrust.co.nz/pdf/Joint_Industry_NTHPs_Bill_Feb_2009.pdf).  
These submitters generally held a strong view that natural health products were no or 
low risk. 
 
While many concerns were expressed about the proposal, the most common were that: 

 consumers would lose access to valued health products through price increases or 
rationalisation of product lines 

 people should be free in a country like New Zealand to determine for themselves 
how best to care for their own health 

 it is not a truly independent New Zealand proposal, but based on models from other 
countries, particularly Australia or it is effectively the trans-Tasman model that was 
previously rejected 

 it is driven by, or aimed at, supporting large multinationals and, in particular, 
pharmaceutical companies 

 it will increase public health costs 

 it will damage industry, exports and the economy. 
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While initially expressing outright opposition, many of these submissions then went on 
to address specific components of the proposal. 
 
Feedback from Māori was opposed to the proposal.  In particular, representatives of 
the WAI 262 claimants (the indigenous flora and fauna claim under consideration by 
the Waitangi Tribunal), and rongoā Māori practitioners, providers and consumers 
raised the following concerns: 

 the importance of settling the WAI 262 claim before proceeding with a bill 

 since rongoā is a taonga, it should be up to each iwi to determine the development 
of its rongoā 

 the Bill will constrain the development of commercial rongoā Māori 

 the need for further consultation with iwi and hapū regarding protection and 
preservation of, and intellectual property rights over, indigenous flora and fauna 

 the inappropriateness of considering rākau rongoā (indigenous herbal preparations) 
in isolation from the holistic practice of rongoā Māori 

 the need for a sustainability programme for the rongoā resource which doesn’t 
hinder the practice of rongoā Māori 

 the need for research on the impact of the manufacturing of rongoā on the 
environment. 

 
However, if the Bill is to proceed, comments included: 

 the importance of recognising the Treaty of Waitangi 

 that the exemption for a rongoā practitioner providing a product for an individual 
patient would not go far enough in terms of exempting traditional rongoā Māori 

 that it would be difficult to describe in legislation the point at which rongoā Māori 
ceases to be traditional, resulting in a situation where traditional practice could 
breach the legislation 

 the Bill should provide for the position of iwi in the administration of the scheme, 
rather than relegating them to stakeholder status 

 provisions should be included in the Bill acknowledging the cultural property rights of 
iwi and stating that the legislation will not affect past or future Treaty negotiations. 
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Responses to Specific Questions 

Question 1: Do you support the proposed scope, purpose and principles for 
natural health product legislation?  If not, what other suggestions do you have? 
It was proposed that the Bill regulate the manufacture, supply and promotion of natural 
health products and that the purpose of the legislation be ‘to provide assurance to 
consumers that natural health products are safe, true to claim and true to label’. 
 
The following two principles were proposed. 

 The level of regulatory control applied to natural health products should be 
commensurate with the risks associated with their use. 

 Consumers should be supported to make informed choices about their use of natural 
health products. 

 
Just under two-thirds of submitters expressed support for the need to regulate the 
natural health products sector and generally for the scope, purpose and principles of 
the proposal. 
 
Just over one-third of submitters said a bill was not needed as there were already 
sufficient safeguards or they expressed a preference for either self-regulation or the 
implementation of the draft bill presented to Ministers by an industry group in 2009. 
 
A small proportion of those opposed to the proposal expressed a preference for an 
amendment to either the Dietary Supplements Regulations or the Medicines Act, or 
implementation of the joint therapeutic products scheme with Australia. 
 
The most significant issue with respect to scope related to the intent to limit the 
regulatory scheme to relatively low-risk products so as to have a low-impost and thus 
low-cost scheme (eg, no pre-market approval of products and relatively low 
manufacturing standards).  Some submitters interpreted this to mean that relatively 
high-risk natural health products would be banned.  Others realised that they would 
need to be approved under the Medicines Act; of these, some submitters were 
comfortable with this, others suggested that the regulation of natural health products be 
incorporated into the Medicines Act but with a lower level of regulation than 
pharmaceuticals, and others proposed a two-tier level of regulation within the Natural 
Health Products Bill. 
 
Another issue related to scope was a desire by practitioners to include relatively high-
risk ingredients on a list of practitioner-only ingredients; others proposed progressing 
registration of Western and Chinese herbalists under the Health Practitioners 
Competency Assurance Act.  With a recognised qualification, the Medicines Act could 
be amended to define certain herbs as prescription products except when used by 
certain registered practitioners. 
 
The most commonly suggested amendments to the purpose related to: 
 promoting freedom of consumer choice and access to a wide range of products 
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 fostering industry growth and exports. 

The principles were generally supported, although many submitters considered that the 
proposal was too rigorous, thus not meeting the principle that it be commensurate with 
the level of risk posed by natural health products. 
 
Most commonly suggested additions to the principles related to: 
 the Treaty of Waitangi 
 the principles set out in the draft bill presented to Ministers in 2009 (see above) 
 freedom of consumer choice and access to a wide range of products 
 fostering industry growth and exports. 
 
Some submitters, however, considered the proposal commensurate with the risk 
associated with natural health products, noting that there is a widespread, but 
unwarranted view that they are risk-free. 
 
A smaller number considered the proposal inadequate, either because it would not 
guarantee a sufficient level of public safety or because it would not be recognised by 
some of our key trading partners. 
 

Question 2: Do you think the scope proposed for the definition of natural health 
product is appropriate? 
The consultation paper proposed that the term ‘natural health product’ cover products 
intended for oral use, or for application to the skin or hair, that contain generally low-
risk ingredients that are derived from nature or their synthetic equivalents.  It proposed 
further that ingredients derived from plants, bacteria, algae, fungi and animals should 
not have been subject to purification or extraction techniques that have altered their 
structure and properties to such a degree that they should be treated as medicines 
rather than natural products. 
 
It was proposed that a natural health product: 

 be intended for administration to human beings for the purpose of achieving a health 
benefit 

 be in a form normally used for therapeutic products (tablets, capsules, powders, 
liquids, creams, lotions, ointments, etc) 

 be labelled and promoted for one or more of a specific range of natural health 
product claims 

 contain only ingredients from a published list of low-risk ingredients 

 not be intended for administration to the eye or by injection 

 not contain ingredients from a published list of prohibited ingredients. 
 
The most significant issue raised was the importance of having clear interfaces with the 
Food Act, the Medicines Act and the Cosmetic Group Standard. 
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Other more specific issues raised included: 

 that the form of presentation by itself should not be a defining factor, for instance, 
food may be presented in capsule form for convenience 

 any ingredient should be allowed in natural health products unless it is on a list of 
prohibited ingredients 

 ingredients should not be restricted, for example, according to dosage of vitamins 

 purification and extraction should not be a factor in defining a natural health product 
as a medicine 

 the method of administration should not necessarily be a factor in defining a natural 
health product as a medicine, for example, eye washes. 

 
Some practitioner groups considered that their modality should be explicitly defined in 
consultation with them, for instance, homeopathy, traditional Chinese medicine, flower 
essences and so on. 
 

Question 3: Are there products that would fall outside the definition that you 
think should be included?  Conversely, are there products that fall within the 
definition that should be excluded? 
Many submitters expressed views about which specific ingredients or products should 
be classified as natural health products, foods and medicines. 
 
Submitters made numerous suggestions for inclusion of products that appeared to fall 
outside the definition, including: 

 products for mucous membranes 

 products for injection 

 fatty acids and concentrated fish and crustacean oils 

 herbal remedies and related products 

 ingredients found in traditional modalities, for example, some metals and chemicals 
used at appropriate concentrations 

 products currently classified as medicines due to claims made, for example, urinary 
alkalisers and psyllium husk 

 vitamins, mineral and herbal preparations containing between 15mg and 25mg of 
zinc and/or greater than 50mg of Vitamin B12 

 vitamins at high dosages 

 anything that has undergone purification and extraction techniques unless their 
structure and properties have been altered substantively. 

 
Suggestions for exclusion of products which appeared to fall inside the definition 
included: 
 whole foods presented in therapeutic dose form for convenience 
 synthetic equivalents of natural substances. 
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Question 4: Are there any other functions that you consider the advisory 
committee should have? 
The consultation paper proposed the establishment of a technical expert advisory 
committee, appointed by the Minister of Health, to provide advice and 
recommendations to inform regulatory decisions. 
 
It was suggested that committee members could be selected from appropriate experts, 
including manufacture of natural health products, consumer issues, clinical practice, 
herbal medicine, naturopathy, nutrition or nutritional medicine, pharmacognosy, 
pharmacology, toxicology and epidemiology. 
 
It was proposed that the committee could give advice and recommendations on the 
following: 
 quality, safety and efficacy of natural health products 
 quality and safety of ingredients 
 standards 
 labelling and other information requirements. 
 
There was a minority view that an ad hoc group would be adequate, which could be 
convened on an as-needed basis. 
 
Of those supporting the establishment of a technical expert advisory group, suggested 
functions included a range of technical matters such as advising on the acceptability of 
claims, evaluating the safety of ingredients and maintaining ingredients lists. 
 
Suggestions on membership or expertise included: 

 a strong view that members should be sympathetic to, and have experience in or 
knowledge of, the natural health products industry 

 the importance of consumer representation. 
 
Various specific professions were proposed for inclusion, for example, homeopaths, 
dieticians and rongoā practitioner. 
 
Other submitters expressed concern at the potential for natural health products industry 
capture of the advisory committee. 
 
A number of submitters thought it important to include medical and pharmaceutical 
expertise for various reasons, including the interactions between different products. 
 
A number of suggestions were made relating to issues of establishment or the terms of 
reference.  The main ones were: 

 the group should be in place prior to the legislation or before any regulations are 
made so it can advise on those 
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 there should be some mechanism for engaging more broadly with interested groups 
as not all parts of the sector will be able to be represented. 

 

Question 5: Do you agree with the concept of a consultative body and its 
possible role? 
The consultation paper proposed that the regulator establish a consultative group 
comprising key stakeholders (including industry and consumer representatives).  It was 
suggested that the group could provide the regulator with feedback on the regulatory 
scheme and make recommendations on ways in which the scheme or its administration 
could be improved. 
 
There was broad support for the concept of a consultative body, with a large minority 
view that an ad hoc technical advisory group would be sufficient. 
 
Submitters made a wide range of suggestions for the membership of the consultative 
body, such as that it include industry representative groups, groups representing 
practitioners and individual practitioners of various modalities. 
 
Key suggestions about its role related to monitoring and reporting on how the scheme 
impacts on industry and consumers and to advise on solutions to any difficulties. 
 
Suggestions for the terms of reference included that it should be in place before 
regulations are made, and that membership should balance industry and consumer 
interests. 
 

Question 6: Do you agree with the proposed self-certification scheme for product 
approval?  If not, what would you like to see instead? 
The consultation paper proposed that product information be entered into an online 
database before it could be approved for marketing.  Those responsible for marketing 
the product would self-certify that it met the conditions of a natural health product (eg, 
contained approved ingredients and made only approved claims).  It was also proposed 
that product approvals given by other trusted regulators be recognised. 
 
In general, submitters supported a notification scheme, rather than an ‘approval’ 
process as it would be timelier and less costly.  It was also considered sufficient given 
the low- or no-risk profile that the majority of submitters consider applies to natural 
health products. 
 
Some submitters questioned whether there is intent to have each individual product 
approved, particularly where the products are identical, except for package size. 
 
There was support for recognising the decisions of other regulators whose schemes 
are similar to, or more rigorous than, New Zealand’s. 
 
There was a minority view that products should be assessed prior to being approved 
for marketing in New Zealand and that the evidence to support claims should be made 
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available to the regulator and the public.  Submitters with this view were sceptical that 
natural health products are low or no risk. 
 

Question 7: Should an exemption from product approval apply to any particular 
types of natural health products (eg, certain homoeopathic preparations or 
aromatherapy products)?  If so, please specify which types of products and 
indicate why you consider an exemption should apply. 
The consultation paper proposed that products contemporaneously compounded by a 
practitioner for a particular patient be exempt from product approval.  It was also 
suggested that export-only products and certain categories of product (eg, certain 
homeopathic preparations or aromatherapy products) be exempt from product approval 
requirements. 
 
There was broad support for exemptions from product approval for low-risk 
homeopathic and aromatherapy products, and for products formulated by a practitioner 
or pharmacist for a patient’s or for another practitioner’s use where the practitioner 
would advise on the safe use of the product. 
 
Exemption was also supported for export-only products.  In addition, a wide range of 
specific products, some of which would be outside the scope of this proposal were 
supported, for example, raw materials, creams and lotions made in small batches for 
local (ie, market, fair) sale, foods generally taken as a food or beverage but with 
evidence of therapeutic benefit such as chamomile and slippery elm juice. 
 
There was considerable discussion in consultation with Māori about the need to define 
an exemption for rongoā products that would fully capture the practice of traditional 
rongoā Māori.  There was also a strongly held view that Māori should do this work.  
Similarly, traditional Chinese medicine practitioners felt an exemption should describe 
the scope of their practice and not just the products they use. 
 
Practitioners stressed the need to clarify that the exemption would apply more widely 
than to rongoā Māori and traditional Chinese medicine. 
 
There was a minority view against exemptions on the basis that it would undermine the 
purpose of the scheme and result in an uneven playing field within the industry. 
 

Question 8: Are there other situations in which it should be permissible to supply 
natural health products without a product approval? 
Most commonly suggested were products for personal import. 
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Question 9: Are there specific lists of substances used in other jurisdictions that 
you think should become part of New Zealand’s list of permitted ingredients?  If 
so, please specify. 
The consultation paper proposed the preparation of a list of permitted ingredients 
based on ingredients used in other countries and in New Zealand.  An approvals 
process for adding new ingredients to the permitted ingredients list was also proposed. 
 
Submitters suggested that New Zealand should recognise ingredients used in a wide 
range of countries – from those with similar schemes to New Zealand’s, to the OECD 
as a whole, China, India and other Asian countries. 

Specific lists suggested were the: 

 trans-Tasman Permitted Ingredients List (under development at the time when work 
to establish a joint New Zealand–Australia therapeutic products regulator was put on 
hold in mid-2007) 

 cosmetic ingredients list of the European Commission (http://ec.europa.eu/ 
enterprise/cosmetics/cosing/index.cfm?fuseaction=app.welcome) 

 Chinese Medicines Pharmacopoeia and German Commission E monographs 

 Anthroposophic Pharmaceutical Codex 

 List of Homeopathic and Anthroposophic substances (HAS List) (http://www.  
swissmedic.ch/zulassungen/00408/00416/index.html) 

 European Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia (GHP) and the Homeopathic 
Pharmacopoeia of the US (HPUS) 

 the United States Food and Drug Administration’s ‘generally regarded as safe’ 
(GRAS) list 

 naturopathic and homeopathic substances list provided by one submitter. 
 
A number of submitters considered that such lists should only form the basis of any 
New Zealand list as they are not comprehensive and developments will occur. 
 
In addition, it was suggested that the following should be allowed: all ingredients 
currently on the New Zealand market, homeopathic substances in concentrated form 
(ie, prescription medicines, controlled drugs and poisons), medicinal herbs available in 
other countries (eg, the United Kingdom) but not here, pharmacy-only herbs that are 
not available to trained herbalists, and substances used in traditional medicine. 
 

Question 10: Do you think there should be a list of prohibited ingredients, as well 
as a list of permitted ingredients? 
The consultation paper proposed a list of prohibited ingredients, in addition to a list of 
permitted ingredients and a process for approving new ingredients. 
 
There was broad support for a prohibited list and a level of support for a restricted or 
practitioner-only list. 
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Submitters suggested that New Zealand compile its prohibited list based on other 
countries’ lists and a wide range of countries were suggested. 
 
Around one-quarter of submitters expressed opposition to the combination of a list of 
permitted ingredients with a process for approving new ingredients.  Amongst these 
submitters, however, there was some agreement to a list of permitted ingredients 
provided that anything not on the prohibited list could be used whether or not it was on 
the permitted list (referred to by submitters as a ‘non-exclusive white list’).  A number of 
submitters, however, expressed concern that such an approach puts the burden on the 
regulator, rather than the industry, to assure the safety of products. 
 
Specific issues raised in relation to substances included limitations around the use of 
some substances (either that there should be limitations or that there should not) and 
the need to identify and facilitate the import of sustainably grown plants on the 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species and Wild Fauna and Flora 
list. 
 

Question 11: Are there specific claims used in other jurisdictions that you think 
should become part of New Zealand’s list of allowable claims for natural health 
products?  If so, please specify. 
The consultation paper proposed the development of a list of allowable low-level 
claims, such as aiding digestion, helping to maintain joint mobility and preventing or 
relieving the symptoms of minor illnesses.  It was proposed that products making higher 
level claims would require approval under the Medicines Act, where a full assessment 
of evidence would be made. 
 
Most submitters suggested various countries without identifying specific claims, for 
example, Australia, Canada, the United States, European Union and various Asian 
countries. 
 
Specific lists suggested were: 

 Australia’s coded indications (https//:www.ebs.tga.gov.au) although it was stated that 
not all would be relevant 

 German Medicines Commission C for anthroposophic products. 
 
In addition, a number of submitters proposed that there be ‘free text’ claims and that 
traditional claims be allowed. 
 
A large number of submitters objected to the proposal that claims should not be 
allowed for serious diseases and considered that, rather than a list of specified claims, 
any claim should be allowed provided it is supported by evidence. 
 
A number of submitters proposed the development of guidelines on the levels of 
evidence required to support claims.  Australia’s Guidelines for Levels and Kinds of 
Evidence to Support Indications and Claims which allow self-worded claims based on 
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either traditional or scientific evidence was suggested as a basis for this.  One 
submitter considered that the guidelines could make clear that the level of claim is 
restricted by the Medicines Act.  Another submitter suggested that a coding system be 
developed to indicate levels of evidence for a claim from anecdotal reports through to 
randomised controlled trials. 
 
Many submitters considered that the Consumer Guarantees Act was sufficient to 
protect consumers from false or misleading claims. 
 

Question 12: Do you believe that the regulator should conduct audits to assess 
compliance with the requirement that sponsors hold evidence to support natural 
health product claims? 
There was some support for audits, however, in general it was considered that paper-
based audits would be sufficient and that these should be random, or in response to 
complaints or problems identified through post-market surveillance. 
 

Question 13: Do you agree with the proposed list of labelling requirements?  If 
not, are there requirements that should/should not be included? 
The consultation paper proposed that labelling requirements be set out in regulations 
and that the label of products, other than those manufactured and supplied by a 
practitioner to a client, include the following: 

 trade name (if any) 

 name and quantity of each active ingredient 

 a statement of the net weight or volume of the contents of the product’s package or 
container 

 a description of the product, including dose form or presentation, sufficient to 
indicate the true nature of the product 

 the intended purpose of the product, consistent with the claims for which it has been 
approved 

 the recommended daily dose (stated as quantity and frequency) for adults and 
children (if applicable) for products for internal use, or the directions for use and 
frequency of use for products for external use 

 details of the trading name and the New Zealand business address of the importer or 
sponsor of the product 

 a batch or lot number on each container 

 any relevant warning statements or other specific labelling requirements for 
ingredients on the permitted ingredients list 

 an expiry date (being no more than five years after the date of manufacture) 

 the storage conditions (where appropriate). 
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There was a good level of support for the requirements, however, two were particularly 
commented on: 

 business address – many submitters considered that this could be the business 
name and city, a website address, phone number or a reference number which 
would enable consumers to access the business address via the regulator’s website 

 expiry date – a number of submitters proposed that a ‘use by date’ be allowed as an 
alternative. 

 
There were mixed views on the value of including statements such as ‘Always read the 
label’ or ‘If symptoms persist, consult your health professional’, with some submitters 
considering it important and others saying it is a waste of time. 

A handful of submitters suggested the inclusion of country of origin and presence of 
genetically modified ingredients and nanotechnology. 
 
Specific comments were made in relation to products for which submitters considered 
partial exemptions would be necessary, for example, the labelling of uses for 
homeopathic remedies. 
 

Question 14: Do you agree that an exemption from the general labelling 
requirements should apply to products that are ‘tailor-made’ by a natural health 
practitioner for supply to an individual?  If so, what do you think the labelling 
requirements for such products should be? 
Most submitters who commented agreed and suggested information ranging from the 
list of ingredients and any warnings through to the full list proposed for general 
labelling requirements. 
 

Question 15: Are there other situations where a labelling exemption should 
apply? 
Many submitters suggested that New Zealand recognise other countries’ labels. 
 
In addition, there was support for exemptions for the following products: 
 blister strips and sachets where the outside packaging contains full information 
 export-only products which should meet the requirements of the importing country. 
 

Question 16: Do you agree with the proposed minimum requirements for 
advertisements?  Is there any other information that should be included? 
The consultation paper proposed that regulations set out basic requirements for all 
advertisements, such as a requirement for advertisements to: 
 be truthful, balanced and not misleading 
 provide a balanced representation of the risks and benefits of the product. 
 
It was proposed that ‘advertisement’ be defined to cover promotional material published 
in the print media as well as information conveyed through electronic media such as 
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radio, television and the Internet.  Labels and price lists would not be defined as 
advertisements. 
 
The consultation paper proposed that a minimum set of information be included in any 
written advertisement or advertisement on the Internet, for example: 
 the brand name or common name of product 
 uses for the product 
 a statement such as ‘Always read the label’ 
 the name of the advertiser. 
 
A large number of submitters considered that a principle-based advertising code 
overseen by the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) would be sufficient, and that the 
ASA’s Therapeutic Advertising Pre-vetting System should continue to be used to pre-
vet advertisements.  They considered that no requirements needed to be set out in 
regulations. 
 
A number of submitters also considered that New Zealand should recognise 
advertisements approved in other countries, such as Australia, Canada and the United 
States. 
 
A number of submitters supported the proposed requirements.  A few made additional 
suggestions of information to include such as ‘If symptoms persist see your health 
professional’ and warning statements for vulnerable groups, such as pregnant women 
and children. 
 

Question 17: What information should be required to be provided in radio and 
television advertisements? 
A number of submitters considered that information should be the same across all 
media; others thought that there should be reduced requirements for radio and 
television advertisements compared with print and Internet advertisements. 
 
Some submitters made specific suggestions, for example, the inclusion of the brand 
name, product uses and a statement such as ‘If symptoms persist, see your health 
professional’. 
 

Question 18: Are there any other types of advertising for which different 
requirements should be set? 
Suggestions of types of advertising included: 
 advertising to health professionals 
 promotional items for trade only 
 education and training materials 
 point-of-sale advertising 
 web-based advertising 
 billboards 
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 social networking media 
 product endorsement. 
 
There were very few specific suggestions about what the different requirements should 
be. 
 

Question 19: What impact do you envisage the proposed regulatory scheme will 
have on the ability or willingness of businesses to export natural health 
products? 
Some submitters considered that there should be a system whereby the regulator could 
provide export certification to export-only products, which would be exempt from 
product approval or notification (eg, notification could be voluntary). 
 
A few submitters considered that the streamlining of export certificates (Free Sales 
certificates and the Certificate of Pharmaceutical Product) by the regulator would 
assist. 
 
A few submitters expressed concern that, if the scheme had a lower level of good 
manufacturing practice than that required by importing countries (this was considered 
to be a problem particularly with respect to Australia and the European Union which 
have higher standards than proposed for New Zealand), then it would not assist with 
export. 
 
Two exporting businesses explicitly expressed concern that they would face two sets of 
regulatory costs across New Zealand and Australia. 
 

Question 20: How would having to obtain product approvals for different markets 
affect your willingness or ability to export? 
Most submitters commenting on this considered it to be irrelevant. 
 

Question 21: Do you agree that a code of practice for the manufacture of natural 
health products should be developed?  If not, what standards do you think 
should apply? 
The consultation paper proposed the development of a code of practice for the 
manufacturing of natural health products, specific to New Zealand’s circumstances.  
The proposed code would be at a lower level than manufacturing standards required 
for pharmaceutical products. 
 
Some submitters considered that good manufacturing practice to the level of Australia 
and the European Union should be required or at least worked towards; this was 
particularly of concern to those exporting to those markets.  A number of submitters 
considered it important to assure the quality and safety of products. 
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In general, however, submitters considered that a lower level of good manufacturing 
practice was appropriate given what they consider to be the low- or no-risk profile of 
natural health products. 
 
Suggestions included: 

 that a code be developed at a level lower than pharmaceutical good manufacturing 
practice 

 the development of a code for the application of existing risk management systems 
rather than a separate New Zealand-specific code 

 modification of the risk management programmes run by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry (MAF) and the New Zealand Food Safety Authority (NZFSA) based on 
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP) 

 that a range of risk management programmes be recognised, eg, HACCP, the 
NZFSA Food Safety Programme, US cGMP and ISO 22000 or its equivalent country 
standard. 

 
There was also support for the recognition of audits by other countries (eg, Australia) 
and for the streamlining of audits within New Zealand, so that manufacturers are not 
faced with multiple audits, for example from NZFSA, MAF, Medsafe, Australia’s 
Therapeutic Goods Authority and New Zealand’s proposed new natural health products 
regulator. 
 
There was also support for the use of third party regulators or for manufacturers 
showing compliance with external standards through a paper-based internal audit and 
self-certification to the regulator. 
 
One submitter proposed that licensed pharmacies compounding products for patients 
or practitioners should be exempt from manufacturing standards requirements, 
consistent with the Pharmacy Standard. 
 

Question 22: What key risk management principles do you think should be 
included in a code of practice for the manufacture of natural health products? 
Many submitters referred back to the existing risk management programmes that they 
considered would be adequate for natural health products. 
 
Others suggested numerous specific areas such as identity, purity and hygiene. 
 

Question 23: Would you prefer the costs of post-market activities to be recovered 
through an annual product approval maintenance charge or an annual levy based 
on company or product turnover?  Please give reasons for your preference. 
There was a strong view that either industry should incur no cost whatsoever (mostly 
from consumers and retailers) or that post-market activities are public goods and 
should be paid for by the government.  Alternatively, there was some support for a 
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50/50 funding approach whereby the costs are shared equally by industry and 
government (from industry in general). 
 
Some submitters preferred fees based on turnover (in general small businesses), while 
others preferred fees by way of an annual charge (in general larger businesses).  A few 
submitters suggested an annual fee based on turnover, with a cap for businesses with 
a high turnover. 
 

Question 24: Should there be an exemption from, or reduction in, the annual 
charge or levy for small businesses or those supplying low-turnover products?  If 
so, who should qualify and how should ‘low turnover’ be defined? 
As above.  The few submitters suggesting a definition of low turnover, on a per annum 
basis, made a wide range of suggestions, for example: 

 businesses turning over less than $2,000 

 businesses with less than 10 employees and a turnover of less than $100,000 

 businesses with a turnover of less than $500,000 and products with turnover of less 
than $50,000 

 that it could be defined using a graduated system, for instance, in steps of $500,000. 
 

Question 25: What would be the impact on your business if there were to be an 
annual product approval maintenance charge of $500 or $1,000 or $2,000?  What 
do you consider would be a reasonable charge? 
Many submitters expressed concern that charges of this type would have a 
catastrophic impact on small businesses in particular. 
 
A few submitters proposed what they considered to be a reasonable charge with 
figures of $100, $150, or $200 mentioned.  A few submitters considered that there 
should be a reduction in fees (or an exemption) for products registered elsewhere. 
 
One submitter considered it reasonable to pay a fee of $1,000 per product line, 
reduced to $200 for low-volume products.  However, they considered that products on 
the Australian register should not pay a fee as post-market surveillance is already 
carried out by Australia. 
 
One submitter suggested that the initial fee be higher than the ongoing maintenance 
fee, for example, $500, followed by an annual fee of $250. 
 
Some submitters noted that, while they appreciated that we were attempting to capture 
market information, it wasn’t really useful to comment until the costs and charges were 
actually known. 
 
Some businesses provided costings based on the figures in the question.  In general, 
these were provided in confidence as commercial information.  This information will be 
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used to assess the impact of any additional costs on industry incurred as a result of 
implementation of a new regulatory scheme. 
 

Question 26: Do you agree that the costs of completing new ingredient safety 
assessments should be largely recovered through levies paid by all product 
approval holders?  If not, what cost-recovery mechanism would you prefer? 
There was opposition, particularly amongst consumers, to a permitted ingredients list 
and safety assessments of new ingredients. 
 
However, if it were to proceed there is little support for industry as a whole meeting the 
cost.  Most submitters considered that the applicant should pay and have a period of 
exclusive use of the ingredient.  Various timeframes for exclusive use were suggested 
as appropriate. 
 

Question 27: Should there be a cap on the number of new ingredient 
assessments undertaken each year? 
There was very little support for a cap. 
 

Question 28: Do you agree with the range of tools suggested for inclusion in the 
compliance and sanctions tool box? 
A number of submitters considered the tools and penalties to be excessive and 
suggested that they be aligned with food legislation. 
 
Others considered that the tools were appropriate, but that the penalties should start at 
$0 and with, for example, a warning letter. 
 
A number of submitters highlighted the importance of education and training so 
everyone would know what is expected of them. 
 
A few submitters considered that all determinations should be put on the website within 
a reasonable timeframe. 
 

Question 29: Do you think the legislation should include other types of offences?  
Please specify. 
In general, submitters did not consider this to be necessary, however, repeat offenders 
were commonly mentioned. 
 

Question 30: Do you have any specific suggestions about how to manage 
appeals and dispute resolution? 
There was general support for some sort of committee to hear appeals before any court 
action was taken.  Alternative disputes resolution of some sort was also generally 
supported. 
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A number of submitters considered that a panel of industry peers should be convened 
to hear appeals when necessary; others considered that the panel should consist of 
representatives of both the regulator and the industry. 
 

Question 31: Do you think the proposed transition periods for product approvals 
and manufacturing standards would be adequate to give suppliers and 
manufacturers time to achieve compliance with the legislation? 
Generally the transition periods were considered too short.  Submitters made a wide 
range of suggestions; generally between two and three years for product notification 
and between three and five years to meet manufacturing standards. 
 

Question 32: Are there any other aspects of the proposed regulatory scheme for 
which transitional measures would be needed?  Please specify. 
Suggestions included: 
 time to meet advertising standards 
 labelling compliance 
 products containing ingredients not on the approved list 
 time for lists to be open to scrutiny for a period before coming into effect 
 the making of claims (immediate on enactment). 
 
Other related comments included the need for a process to ensure orderly registration 
of products to avoid a last-minute rush, financial incentives for early registration of 
products and the need for practical advice and assistance for industry to meet 
requirements. 
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Appendix One: List of Submitters 

Organisations 

Organisation Contact name 

Harvest Health at the Mount Ltd Diane Hanham 
NZ Flavour Interiors Ltd Natalie Carrad 
Medical Council of New Zealand Philip Pigou 
Auckland Regional Public Health Service Diana Gomez 
PHARMAC Bryce Wigodsky 
House of Oils  
Hamilton Reiki Clinic Sarah Deeks 
Herb Federation of New Zealand Inc Christine Tuffnell 
Nursing Council of New Zealand Carolyn Reed 
Happy Families Ltd Jenny Wheeler 
Natures Spectrum Raelle Connolly 
Hardy’s Franchise Company Margaret Hardy 
Divine Herbals Shanti Burgess 
NZ Assoc of Rationalists and Humanists Philip Berghan Whyman 
Alverno Retreat Trust Sylvia Irwin 
Health and Herbs International Ltd  
Apex Natural Healthcare  
Tigerlilly’s all natural bodycare products  
Pacific Health and Fitness Ltd David Carter 
Ultimate Natural Health Ltd Brett Elliott 
Blackmores (NZ) Ltd Alison Quesnel 
It’s Healthy Wholefoods  
Lifestream International Ltd Helen Mandeno 
Universal Homeopathic NZ Ltd Raghubir Singh Rehan 
Natural Therapies Ltd Don Paterson 
Stark Health Ltd Patterson Stark 
Health House Publishing Co David Coory 
Rodney Toxins Action Group Alex Rodgers 
Rodney Toxins Action Group  
Artemis Ltd  
Natural Therapy Clinic New Plymouth Gayleen West 
Zealand Health Manufacturing Ltd Michael Coory 
Lotus College of Natural Therapies Sandra Paul 
Modern Health Ltd  
Envision New Zealand Ltd Warren Snow 
Torr Group Ltd  
Weleda (New Zealand) Ltd Phillip Melville, Mark (Fred) Dryburgh 
Health Freedom New Zealand Trust Nicola Grace 
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Organisation Contact name 

Simillimum Homeopathic Pharmacy Ltd Michael Dong 
New Zealand College of Midwives Alison Eddy 
Health For Life Ltd  
Health For Life Kapiti  
Granny Allan’s Pantry  
Pharmacy Express Mark Lee 
Maori Healing Ltd Wikitoria Oman 
Mt Eden Chiropractic  
Naturally Healthy Carmen Drabble 
BodyTech NZ Ltd  
Body Systems Clinic  
Seymour Transformations  
Village Health Shop  
Advanced Natural Medicine  
VidaSana Ltd  
Koru Designz Maori Fashion Wear  
USANA Health Sciences Inc (Associate) Bryan Mogridge 
Health and Herbs International  
Esse Body Care  
White Swan Consultancy Ltd  
Equilibrium Human Development Ltd  
Curde N Whey, Blenheim Natural Health  
NZ Therapeutic Laser Association  
Fewtrell Ltd Dr Debbie Fewtrell 
The Natural Healthgiving Company Ltd  
Takapuna Health Store  
The Herbal Health Centre Dr Nicky Baillie 
Hardys Health Store Carmel Murdoch 
Proherb Ltd  
Waikato Health Clinic Dr Ricky Gorringe 
Health Search International Ltd  
Health Recovery Systems Rosemary and John Headifen 
Homeopathy Clinic Ltd  
Body Check (NZ) Ltd Ben Warren 
Health Search International Ltd  
Natures Source Organics Ltd  
Kurow Medical Centre  
Kiwikitz Ltd  
Bushlore Herbal Co Ltd  
Tanelorn Associates Mick Kelly 
Accentuate Life Wellness Centre Max Aspinall 
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Organisation Contact name 
Office of the Prime Minister’s Science Advisory 
Committee 

Professor Sir Peter Gluckman 

Donna Zart Health Clinic  

The Mind Body Soul Co Ltd Shona Grace 
Functional and Integrative Medicine Ltd Amal Karl and Wayne Leadbetter 
Wah Lee Company Ltd Barry Wah Lee 
Integrative Therapies Ltd  
Xtend-Life Natural Products (Intl) Ltd Warren Matthews 
Mind-body Performance Coaching Marion Pawson 
The Soil and Health Association of New Zealand Inc Steffan Browning 
Golden Bay Health Centre Chris Rowse 
FENZ Vicky Kyan 
Natural Health Alliance Andrew Gowan 
Super Health Co Ltd Margaret Carnie 
Complementary Healthcare Council of Australia Dr Wendy Morrow 
Health Freedom Waikato Viki Snow 
Karen Farley Corporation NZ Ltd Karen Wilson 
Concordia Health  
Natural Healing Raumati Dr Tralee Sugrue 
Stillwater Homeopathic and WellBeing Centre Susan Spurling 
The Healing Haven Homeopathic Dispensary Lee-Anne McCall 
Earth Angel Enterprises  
Homeopathic Practitioners Max Matthews 
Forest Herbs Research Ltd Sandra Crone 
Miers Laboratories Ltd Steve Mazey 
Healthy Options Ltd Dr Janice Ann Priest 
Healthy Options Ltd Marcel Wainohu 
HealthPost Ltd  Peter Butler 
Health 2000+ Ltd  
Central Tree Crops Research Trust Mark Christensen 
Well & Truly Denise Illing 
Entire Katoa Ltd Jaine Kirtley 
Caeteris Health Inc Nancy Lee 
Bodywise Natural Health & Beauty Ltd Sally Grant 
Kohutu Health Phillippa Martin 
Life Essentials  
New Zealand Society of Naturopaths Anna Juby 
Natural Health Laboratories Ltd  
Lifesense Ltd Paul Weatherburn 
NZ Self-Medication Industry Association Tim Roper 
NZ Register of Acupuncturists Lesley Haiselden 
Bayer Australia Ltd and Bayer NZ Ltd Lynda McFarlane 
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Organisation Contact name 
Homebotanical Institute Inc Sharon Hope 
Association of NZ Advertisers Jeremy Iriwin 
Action Key Trust Foundation  
Pharmacy Council of NZ Barbara Moore 

NZ Council of Homeopaths Debbie Hassell 
Natural Health Council (NZ) Ltd Gerald Lopez 
Simpson Grierson Peter Stubbs and Rob Anema 
NZBIO Marc Lubbers 
SNFTAAS NZ Inc Robyn Hickmott 
BASQ Consulting Ltd Bridget Seque 
NZ Skeptics in the pub Gold 
Whitireia Community Law Centre Anna Gillon 
ACCORD Australasia Dusanka Sabic 
National Council of Women of NZ Elizabeth Bang and Jan Brown 
Naturopathic College of NZ Heather Lofthouse 
Johnson and Johnson NZ Ltd  
Consumer NZ Hamish Wilson 
NZ Association of Optometrists  
The NZ Homeopathic Society  
NZ Skeptics Inc Vicki Hyde 
New Zealand Association of Medical Herbalists Julia Fettes 
Natural Products New Zealand Incorporated Michelle Palmer 
New Zealand Food & Grocery Council Katherine Rich 
Pharmaceutical Society of New Zealand Inc Euan Galloway 
Mylan NZ Ltd Sophie Vicars 
Australian Self-Medication Industry Ruth Kendon 
New Image Group Ltd  
NZ Medical Association Dr Peter Foley 
Contract Manufacturing of Supplements Ltd  
Cosmetic Toiletry and Fragrances Association of New 
Zealand Inc 

Garth Wyllie 

Employers and Manufacturers  Garth Wyllie 
Direct Selling Association of NZ Inc Garth Wyllie 
Vitaco Health (NZ) Ltd Geoff Norgate 
Hardys Health Store, Hamilton  
Health for Life Ltd  
Challenge Trust  
Hardys Health Store, Riccarton  James Styler 
Hardys Health Store, Newmarket Sonal Parikh 
Hardys Health Store, Richmond  
The Self Heal Clinic Sarah Beesley 
Alaron Producs Ltd Ron Geiger 
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Organisation Contact name 
Albatros Physiotherapy and the Fit Fiddle Gym Lance Easton 
The Health Hut Gina Easton 
North Shore Hospital Nathan Billing 
Clinic of Oriental Medicine  
Tru2U Ltd Simon Musgrave 

Osiris Health Centre  
Selene Homeopathics Ltd Pamela McEwan / Jeanette Greenshields 
Native Green (NZ) Ltd and Ginkgo Green (NZ) Ltd Ron Massey 
New Millenium Essences Peter Archer and Glenys Earle 
The Herbal Energy Centre Bernadette Bekker 
Phytomed Medicinal Herbs Ltd Phil Rasmussen 
Pascha Therapies Ltd  
First Light Flower Essences of NZ Anthony Wyber 
Wellness Centre Dr Kamal Karl 
Riddett Centre Dr Mark Ward 
The Natural Health Centre Ltd Andrew Hendrie 
Lincoln Mall Pharmacy Ltd Robyn Ng 
Faculty of Science, University of Auckland Professor Grant Guilford 
Waikato Centre for Herbal Medicine Yvonne Gattung 
Te Aroha Organic Health Shop Kim Coughey 
Sesame Seed Health Food Store Heather Barnes 
Absolute Essential Ltd Dr Bo Hendgen 
Naturo Pharm Ltd Mark Bethune 
Discover Health Naturally Robyn Jackson 
PharEquip Ltd David Daley 
Cornucopia Organic Foods  
Manuka Health Centre Mark Austin 
Functional Wholefoods NZ Ltd Eve Johnson 
Wellington Osteopaths  
Nature’s Sunshine Ltd  
Te Paepae Matua Mo Te Rongoā Trust Attendees of the hui taumata, 

Turangawaewae Marae, 9–11 May 2010 
Ngāpuhi Nui Tonu Rongoā Charitable Trust Mere Pomare 
Milford Family Medical Centre Ltd  
Advertising Standards Authority Hilary Souter 
Flower Essences New Zealand Inc Carl Hamblyn 
Nutrizeal Ltd Andy Herbert 
Gramart Foods Ltd Grant Titheridge 
New Hope Nutrition Ltd Pat & Colin Inkster 
Dietitians Board Jane de Lisle 
Advanced Natural Medicine Joe Sutich 
Pure Viality Health Products   
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Organisation Contact name 
Alliance for Natural Health International  
INPA Racquel Rand 
Te Haerenga o Te Tairawhiti Nellie Brooking, Gwynette Ahmu and 

Reweti Ropiha 
Ngā Ringa Whakahaere o Te Iwi Maori Sabre Puna 
NZ Organisation for Rare Disorders John Forman 

Department of Psychology, University of Canterbury Associate Professor Julia Rucklidge 
Pharmaceutical Compounding NZ Ltd Michael Cushman 
Herbs of Eden Ltd  
Hardys Westcity  
Supported Fat Fasting Assocation of New Zealand Tim Allen  
New Zealand Lavender Growers’ Assoc Inc Pauline Livesey 
Australasian Ayurvedic Pracitioners Dr Ashwani Arora and Tiffany McAbee 
Comvita NZ Ltd Sharon Seager 
Integria Healthcare (New Zealand) Ltd Edward Gunawan 
Market New Zealand John Green 
Hindu Council of NZ Inc Shri Vinodkumar Patel 
The New Zealand Charter of Health Practitioners Inc Patrick Fahey 
Ngati Koata Trust Board  

 

Individuals 

Name Name Name 

Vicki Jack Prucher Heather Wilson 
Maria Grieve Caroline Blewett Connie Wilson 
Edward Allison Julia Struyck Nick Bagnall 
Karen Roberts Mike Howell Andrew Hill 
Margaret Revell Franceska Francina Greg Riches 
Bryce Stanley Julie Garner Donna McKenzie 
Robyn Crimp Felicity Wilson Emanuel van den Bemd 
Kylie Boxall Josh Adams Hugh Halliday 
Noel Pryce Rachel Dalley R Gray 
Marie South Deborah Davey Gerry Greenhalgh 
Ross Fanthorp Michelle Boon Max Kofoed 
Sandra McIntosh Jeanette Cousins Clive McDonald 
Sylvienne McCleland Caitlin Casey Neil McDonald 
Vivienne Bell Marian Stromach Becky Cashman 
Camilla Cockerton Lynley Austen Julie Purdy 
Lisa Clarke John Smith David and Pamela Blowers 
Patricia Stowell Christine Heatherbell-Brown Lucy Parkin 
Brook Weatherwell Shona Kelly Barbara Thompson 
Helen Sebastian-Pace Jack Lyford Kurt Shanly 
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Name Name Name 
Bruce Goorney Renee Walsh Nathan Dekker 
Tania Hatton Paul Manera Mike Finlayson 
Brian Rick Andrew Alcorn Kirsty Patton 
Sharon Johansen Shelly Mitchell Sy Guth 
Hank Ensing Tina Klaassen Marion Montgomery 
Maureen Skilton Helen Falla Marlene Strode 

Lance Anderson Jackie Stoddard Rosemaree Mathers 
Bonnie Miller Michael Thorman Janene Taylor 
Rachael Nielsen Aleksey Lebedev Linley Carpenter 
Andrew de Vine Ayyub and Khatija Bhikoo Christine Keno 
Christine Balzer-Gibbs Donna Clotworthy David Hancox 
Frans van der Weerd Lois Marpeth Elaine Franklin 
Dorothy Faid Harold Franklin Simon Marshall 
Glenys Bean Thomas Burton Mike Ure 
Russell Mooyman Norman Strang Caz Sheldon 
P Williams Susan Gay Kayleen Gilder 
Shushila Ajani Karen Treloar Caryn Truppman 
Vivien Johnson Katrina Green R Smith 
Clare Swinney Carol Kryszkiewicz Sally Vose 
Stephanie Campbell Hayley Boon Marie Taylor 
Kamile Hood Frances Schuster Keith Lynne Boyes 
Simon Roughan Lorraine Smith Kimberley Collins 
Stacey Hayes Jerry Schofield Steve Marshall 
Terry Goodall Dominique Davaux-Guthrie P Chadwick 
Helene Young Jackie Andrews Chris Jacques 
Nicky Chalker Megan Lancaster Deirdre Smith 
Aaron Roughan Rebeccah Hibbert Sheree Heath 
Diana Donison A Smolnicki Carmel Fairbrother 
Edward Fahey Prue Parsons David Marshall 
Dr Jolanta Houston Norma Schumacher Segar Family 
M Volker Olivia Sutherland Kathleen Keen 
Rosyln Archbold Denise Amyes Xanthe Katsouras 
Elanor Soothill Patricia Appelbe June Reinink 
Angela Duthie Sarah Shefford Jennifer Reynolds 
Jacqui and Barry Lee Christine Johnson Simon Roughan 
Kathryn Roughan Cushla Roughan Stacey Monk 
Phillipa Burns Angi Cresswell Judy and Steve Philpott 
Pam Jones Marietta Gibb Matthew Dolhegyn 
Bernice Barnett Sara Bagheri Ruth Hall 
D J Wearing Malcolm Amyes Norman Young 
Jens Duehr Karen Ray Alistair Day 
Joanne Mundy Janey Buckland Linda de Vine 
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Name Name Name 
Julie Squire Timothy Bartle Catlin Reinke 
Beth Stone Jenny Marshall Colin Triggel 
Chloe Kasoulides Aynsley Wilkinson Lesleanne Neas 
Colin Garlick Kim Newton Paul Mitchell 
Elizabeth Strati Paul Maunsell Nicola Wood 
Jude McCone Janet Hyde Christine Frew 

Nikki Hart Anja Kaeser-Duennbier Emma Pearce 
Pat Houlahan Margaret Cosgriff Margaret van der Vis 
Jane Thomas B Booth Trish Davis 
J Gibson S Booth Rose Allen 
Gretta Carney Jonathan Evatt Andrew Lea 
Bridget Parsonson Michaela Draper Stewart McLeod 
Patrick Mulholland Lani Rob Shaw 
David Tatersall Tania Rooney Colm Carraher 
Roger Kennerly Joanne Newton Claire Bleakley 
Margaret, Colin and David Shaw Rosamund Rowe Susan Hosford 
Andrea Nicholas Jacqueline Hunt Paul Farmer 
Michael Smither Gian McGregor Rachael Ganley 
Pauline van Groenedaal Shirley Nesdale Roy Glen 
Shirley Baird Robert Trotter Neal Family 
Angelika Letz Peter Forde Debbie Nehoff 
Clare Devereux Suzi de Gouveia Steve Hockley 
Catherine Booysen-Keen Anthony Stephenson R M Nightingill 
Judy Caradus Anish Koppikar Jean Anderson 
Keitha Smith Kurt Shanly Dr Simon Ryan 
I Gude Sylvia Luik Jan Byfield 
Mary Mason Vladimir Elena 
E Burgess Vanessa Winter Fabiola Stevenson 
Robi Quilter Catherine McGeorge James Stuart Neill 
Jane E Balding Chris Tofield Grace Hart Te Pahi 
Jo Imlay Paula Blay Nicola Smith 
Michael Pangrazio Chris Winter Anne Hodge 
Kevin and Heather Lyons Gloria Forgie Julia Rucklidge 
Gillian Rossiter Kara Vandeleur Colin MacDonald 
Julie Thomson Julie Gullick Stephanie Palmer 
Ann Russell Carol McLean Kay Garvan 
Hilary Stace Chris Mackay Sarah Wischnowsky 
Annette Hamblett Bob Matthews Maria Volker-Koppenol 
Beatrice Ironside Ben Ryan Anna Ryan 
Ara Nokomis Stefanie Obermeder Penelope Clifford 
Corinna Hollamby Judy Keats Lynn Wilson 
Blair Hamilton Sharon and Gary Barber A and V Brown 
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Name Name Name 
Don and Dawn Wallace R Newman Prudence Hooper 
Judy Gallagher Josephine Mahar B Harrison 
Sally Enting Elaine Rush Silvia Rowse 
Dianne Wood Lance Pollock Kaylee Dalliessi 
Wendy Coxon Alan Alexander Tineke Yates 
Clare Devereux Colleen Fuller Rose Camp 

Mario Gude Jonathan Gibson Garth Warr 
Kate Rejthar Janet Thomson Catherine Chick 
Maggie Barrett Anika Fletcher-Zirke Christine Gardner 
Andrea Higginson Cecilia Lindsay Nicki Mackinnon 
Coley Ellison Michael Turnwald Robert Alexander 
Lindsay Walton Rhonwen Seager Marina Steinke 
Deb Gully Ian Gregson Colin Addison 
Peter White K Woodward Daniel King 
David MacClement Sharon Fredriksson Noeline Gannaway 
Chris Tian Margaret Aylward Edwina Prendergast 
Lucy Butler Kay Bruce-Smith Nina Larisch-Haider 
P Harcourt Val Panter Faye Johnston 
J Henwood Ewing Stevens Phillida Eivers 
Barbara Taylor Deborah Carrington Tenari Fagalinia 
Vena Curdler Kerry Sebire Josephine Gibbard 
Trude Bethell-Pace Mary Glaisyer Kaylene Henderson 
Ian Robinson Christine Nock Elisabeth Fial 
Debora Moore Teresa Fitzgerald Karen Sebire 
Clive Stuart Odette Rowe Lynn Stephenson-Smith 
Dr Joseph Rozencwajg Vena Girdier Heather Gardner 
Sean McBeth Leigh Grylls Rachel Bell 
Michelle Walker Euan McBeth Jeanette Ballantyne 
Pat Mason Peter Walker Laura McKenzie 
Jill Tuwhare Carolyn Simon Sophie Ganley 
Maria Middlestead Marc Rose Jacqui Lee 
Sandra Brunner John Buckwell Pathma Driver 
Dr Klaus Contag Caroline Parkin David Hodges 
Reiko Yanai Sarah Laing Margot Burton 
Davina Hearne Sharon Chambers Katharine White 
Lynne Cooper Lesley Pickens Noel Maxwell 
M Keogh Joan Hunter Vincent Shaw 
Lindsay Baird Diane Baird Aaron Baird 
Faith Edwards L Prangley Marion Prangley 
Janet Radley Chris and Tracy Toth Andrew Stoddart 
Anna Cochrane Linda and Jim Carter Kevin Moore 
Rhonda Taylor Ross Mann Laurel Upson 
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Name Name Name 
J Singer Derek Gott Lucy Gott 
Yannick Wakelam H Wakelam P & G Given 
Tony Achtzehner Theodora Clarke Chris Espriu 
Dr Shirish Ramchandra Karnick Karen Younger Stan Chun 
Ava-Jane Jessie Kiel Sharon Johansen 
Richard Sinclair Rachelle Stewart Hobbs Noelene Sanderson 

S Baanstra Deb and Cloudy Williams Lyn Gillanders 
Nick Smith Richard Harman Susan Miller 
Stuart and Jenny Young Sonja Cartwright Les Port 
Franz Schryvers Christina O’Connor Tracy Wright 
Brett Bargh Amanda Jamison M Ure 
Dave Reid Julia Lawson Ailsa Lewis 
Sharon Hansard Daniel de Seymour Michelle Terry 
Jonathan Evatt Robyn Newton Jessie Ryan 
Tristan Stibbards Elizabeth Jefferies Jo Robinson 
Kayla Mackenzie-Kopp Sarah Roughan Denise Cawthorne 
Mary Byrne Mark Tynan Ingrid Jones 
John Howarth Timothy Mundy Jan Flynn 
Matt Bentley Annice Reed Kate Henry 
Mario and Joanna Schatt Barbara Aires Johanna Lettink 
Jacqueline Storey Margit Pankusz Crawford Family 
Lisa Lane Nick Duval-Smith Georgiana Lowe 
Dr Tania Glucina-Russell Wendy Garlick Martin and Ann Gastinger 
Lucy Evatt Julie Fergusson Chanon McPherson 
Caroline Blewett Miranda Young Peter L Savage 
Jenny Ager-Pratt Sue Houlahan Dorothy Miller 
Brett Petersen Freda Warman Lesley Mitchell 
Rhys Firth P Davis Helen Falla 
G Heitman M Marshall Victoria Joyce 
Marion Rough Lorraine and Brian Lister Michelle Quinn 
Natasha Douglas Lani Lopez Annabel Calder 
Panos Tsa Megan Williams Helen Kennedy 
Sue Jones Meryl Kirkham Debi Lloyd 
Sally McCarthy Anthony Ford Jan Clare 
Tom Reardon Graham Hall Lora Hagemann 
Dr Tim Ewer Les Sword Ronelle Taylor 
Carolyn Jury Anne Jones Lynne Dunn 
Patrica Applebe Jenny Becker Jenny Fleming 
Alison Foukey Helmut Letz Celia Kennedy 
Josien Reindala Rochelle Croucher Dr Wendy Morrow 
Linda Dowsett Shirley Meredith Miranda McLeod 
Hazel Capstick Sarah McGeorge Eric Blankenbyl 
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Name Name Name 
Joseph Blessing Glen Robins Dr James Trevor McIntosh 
Yatra Southward Zita Sloane Steven Illenberger 
Susan Skarsholt Veronica Alkema Peter Riddering 
Glenys Evans Elena Winifred Maxwell 
Judy Newton Colin Nicholson Lara Pasfield 
Graeme and Roslyn Colquhoun Annabel Fagan Therese Hopkins 

Kathy Rust Maree Smyth Judith Reid 
Phil Donaldson William Stringer Annette Stoddart 
Geoff and Jan Speeden Sheree Dakers Sloane Sandra Thompson 
Iris Abaecherli Adam Keen Kate Pickens 
Roger Keys Sharon Wickham Gina Bowering 
Kelly McCone Robin Grierson Ralene M McCone 
Huib Volker Jennifer Ashby Sara Lake 
Dorothy Faid Phillippa Ulenberg Cameron McCarthy 
Jen Rodgers Valeria Antipenko Melanie Watson 
Nola Day Matthew Charles G Baanstra Leipoldt 
Ailish Roughan Tony Gilbert George Hendry 
Helen Shrewsbury Lynn Jordan Lorraine Morrison 

 
 
A further 573 individuals made submissions and requested that their names be 
withheld from public information. 
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